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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS...
What IS aeroSeNte?

aerosente is a Northern Illinois based manufacturer and distributor of vintage and classic scale sailplane kits. We offer a full line of wood gliders and sailplanes starting with 
simple hand toss gliders and culminating with vintage and classic large scale sailplanes. our kits are designed and or adapted by folks like tom martin, tom Bode and tony 
elliott. We also offer a nice selection of Frank/John Zaic, JaSCo/JetCo kits from the golden age of soaring. mike Smock and tom martin are the proprietors of the aerosente 
Glider Workshop.

Why We do thIS

this is a hobby and a business for us... a labor of love (nobody in the business of selling kits is in it for the money, at best you squeak out a modest income doing this). We 
started Aerosente because we love sailplanes - especially classic and vintage versions. We love building them and flying them, and Aerosente is a way of sharing this hobby 
with others. So what we’re saying is that we are not Nordstroms nor are we amazon. We don’t have millions of dollars invested in technology, We don’t have operators stand-
ing by to take your phone calls, we are not ISO 9001 certified and we are not your servants. We don’t look at you as a customer or a business transaction, you’re a fellow 
enthusiast and over time perhaps a friend.  

thIS PLaCe IS a LIttLe meSSy ISN’t It?

If you spend any time on the aerosente web site you will see that there is a lot of stuff there. you will also notice that it is a touch messy, not unlike our shop, but if you 
give us a minute or two we’ll generally find whatever we’re looking for. It is not unusual to have a visitor spend several hours on the site reading articles and looking at the 
photos. most of our kits come with a lot of detail published on the web site. detail like manuals, build logs, historical photos, documentation, videos, etc. Publishing all this 
content comes with a hazard - it is difficult to make sure everything is up-to-date and accurate. So from time to time you may stumble across something that is inaccurate or 
out-of-date - for example when we update all the prices or contents of our kits we may miss a couple of old prices or spec’s. If we do miss something we’ll notify you to let 
you know what the new price is or how the kit contents have been modified and then give you the option of continuing or refunding your money.  

IF you doN’t LIke to BuILd theN you WoN’t LIke our kItS

If you’re looking at building a scale model for the first time it is important to understand a simple dynamic. We do this because we love the building process at least as much 
as we do flying the aircraft. If you don’t like to build or you are expecting a model that is almost ready to fly then you’ve come to the wrong place. It’s interesting to hear 
some guys say “why would I pay hundreds or thousands of dollars for a model that I then need to spend hundreds of hours building?” Well the answer is simply because we 
like to build. Building is entertainment for us. Flying is fun. When you pencil it out, compared to other forms of entertainment - building scale models is darn cheap, and your 
wife will always know where she can find you!

you doN’t Get detaILed BuILd maNuaLS WIth our kItS

If you’re the fussy type that needs everything to be perfect then don’t get started building scale kits. or, if you’re the type that actually reads the instructions before you 
put something together then don’t get started building scale kits. While some of our kits have manuals, most do not and require the builder to “noodle” things out on his own 
via the plans, build logs and interacting with the build community. all our kits have been designed by other hobbyists, not aerodynamic engineers - which means from time to 
time there will be errors on the plans or the parts that you’ll need to correct. most of the time we point these errors out - but not always.  

We are aLWayS aVaILaBLe By PhoNe or emaIL 

the reason we mention everything above is to make sure you understand what you’re getting into before you order. If you have any questions or potential concerns before 
you order then please give us a call at 415.246.4337 or email us at bolt55@aerosente.com. after you’ve ordered if you have any questions call us or email us. remember what 
I said in the first paragraph about “not having operators standing by”? The reason for that is because we take all our own calls and answer all the emails. Generally speaking 
we try to take all calls as they come in and I respond to all emails the day we get them. We do ask that you not leave voicemail. Some of you will call and leave a detailed 5 
minute voicemail that requires me to write stuff down and listen to it several times to understand what you said. Instead send an email. We check email about 10 times an 
hour. 

What ComeS IN a kIt?

We sell skinny kits and fat kits. Skinny kits come with the plans and laser cut parts only. Fat kits come with laser cut parts, canopy, instrument panel, hardware and plans 
- each fat kit is a little different so check the kit specs to see exactly what you’re getting. you will need to buy the long stock (spars, stringers, leading and trailing edges) 
and wing/fuselage sheeting, miscellaneous hardware and covering. Some of my kits have a detailed “buy-out” list for all the additional parts and pieces you need to buy, but 
many do not. We always recommend that you wait until you have the plans and the parts in hand before you do your buy-outs. do your own take-off from the plans and gen-
erate your own list. And of course you will supply the servos, and other on-board electronics. Each kit has it’s own specification so please review it to see exactly what you’re 
getting and call me if you have any questions.

WheN WILL my kIt ShIP?

most of the time within 7-14 days of placing your order. Pinpointing the exact date is impossible because of how we run this business. We try to batch our orders, packing and 
shipping. Which means the date your order ships is contingent upon how many other orders we get and when we get them. We will not call you when your kit ships, but we 
will email you the shipping information so you can track your order.

WILL aNy oF my PartS Be PLaCed oN BaCkorder?

everything should ship within 7 days of your order except for custom fabricated parts like canopies and instrument panels. From time to time our suppliers may extend their 
deliveries to us which will require us to put items on backorder. We try to keep stock items on custom parts but we’re not always able to match supply and demand. If we’re 
out of stock then it should generally be another 30 days before the item ships out. Because canopies and instrument panels are installed towards the latter part of the build 
this isn’t a problem. Please call us or email us bolt55@aerosente.com to confirm if you have any concerns about backorders. 

What aBout returNS aNd reFuNdS?

As I said above we are not Nordstroms - we can’t offer “no questions asked returns and refunds”. Because of the nature of the kit business it is very difficult to accept returns 
because of the hassle of repacking them, shipping them, and then being able to return them in good order to stock. Which is why we have attempted to explain in detail 
what you get and what you don’t get from aerosente. Because of the delicate nature of some of the parts from time to time the shipping process may damage some balsa 
parts. most of the time you can repair the damage with a little Ca. If not we’ll cut and ship replacement parts. If anything is missing from the kit we will ship it out to you 
as soon as you let us know. Beyond broken parts or missing parts, if you just want to return your kit they we will have to charge a 20% restocking fee and you’ll need to pay 
for shipping. once we get the kit back I’ll refund your payment less 20%. Visit our company store at www.gliderworkshop.com where you can browse from the hundreds of 
products that we now offer. and of course should you have questions at all call us at 415.246.4337 or email us at bolt55@aerosente.com. 

NEWS FROM 
THE SHOP

NOVEMBER 2012
I’m a touch camera shy so I try to stay out of the limelight as much as pos-

sible. But this month I make an exception to that rule and offer a few com-
ments about  “why I do what I do”  here at Aerosente. The reason I wanted to 
explain more about Aerosente is because of the direction that I’m taking the 

business. That direction can be summed up  in three words... wooden, scale 
and kits. My comments are really a preface to this months feature which is 

an interview with Don Rice who is joining Aerosente as a design partner. 

Enjoy!  

MIKE
Proprietor

The Aerosente Glider Workshop
Island  Lake  
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HOLIDAY SHIPPING DEADLINES

NOVEMBER 10, 2012

For all LARGE AND GIANT SCALE KITS I need your orders by November 
10, 2012 for guaranteed shipment by December 1, 2012.

DECEMBER 10 2012

For all CHUCK GLIDERS AND THERMIC KITS I need your orders by De-
cember 10, 2012 for guaranteed shipment by December 15, 2012.   

 



COLIN SIMPSON COLLECTION

PHOTOS OF THE MONTH Christopher Pratt’s 1-26E conversion to a 1-26B
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PHOTOS OF THE MONTH Christopher Pratt’s 1-26E conversion to a 1-26B



PIN-UP OF THE MONTH  Greg Hildebrandt’s 

On The Wings of Angels

CLICK HERE TO PURCHASE THE PRINT

http://www.spiderwebart.com
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A BRIEF WORD FROM THE PROPRIETOR

Mike Smock here. 
That’s me in the photo next door along with my 
bride of 33 years, high school sweetheart and shop 
steward - Susan. I selected this photo because it 
was taken at my son’s graduation a few years ago. I’ll 
explain the significance of this in a moment. Before 
diving into this months feature interview I wanted to 
say a few things about why I started Aerosente. 
Because these reasons have a direct bearing on the 
topic of this months feature interview... 

WHY I DO WHAT I DO
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that I missed the simple art of gliding. Especially the feeling you get 
when you take a stack of balsa wood and build a glider with a 3 meter 
wing span.

My wife and I have been blessed with two wonderful children, a son 
and a daughter. We moved to Northern California when my son was 
10 years old. I had not built a kit or done any flying in probably 15 
years. I had heard about how good slope soaring was in NorCal and I 
decided to get back into the hobby. I went out and bought a Samurai 
slope kit and started to build it. One Saturday morning I was sanding 
a wing when my son came forward and said “dad, whatcha doing”? 
Those are magical words for most dads because it means your son is 
interested in what you’re doing. I told him what I was doing then let 
him help me with a few things. We got the plane built several days 
later and hiked up a ridge near the house and tossed it off. Unfortu-
nately, I was a little rusty with my flying skills and I didn’t quite get 
the slope thing yet, so needless to say I augured the Samurai into the 
ground and had to take it back to the house to repair the damage. I 
was both surprised and delighted that my boy took as much interest in 
repairing the plane as he had in building it and flying it.  

This initial experience led to many fond memories teaching my son 
how to build and fly gliders. From dime store “chuck gliders” to exotic 
carbon/kevlar discus launched gliders, I have many treasured mo-
ments of early morning flying sessions and late night builds with my 
son. I remember the anticipation we felt on morning expeditions to “4-Corners” above Mill Val-
ley, hoping that the wind was blowing in the right direction so we could get a few hours flying in. 
I took enormous pride in watching my son quickly surpass my flying skills. I got a great laugh out 
of watching my pre-teen skunk the grizzled vets with their Zagi’s down at Tick Point. These were 
precious times for me and I hope for my son who later in high school would develop a passion for 
off-road vehicles, which led him to a mechanical engineering degree from the University of Arizona 
and an engineering career with John Deere. Which brings me full circle and is why I selected the 
photo at the beginning of the article... that photo was taken the day Andrew graduated with his en-
gineering degree. I hope that you have had, or will have this experience with your father,  or son, or 
your grandson, or nephew or daughter. For me the opportunity to share with my son is at the heart 
of  “why I do what I do”. 

The catalyst for me starting Aerosente was watching a young boy, 
maybe 8 or 9 years of age, struggle with flying a cheap Chinese RTF. It 
was a 2-channel foam sailplane with an electric motor . The problem with 
these planes, like many toys these days, is that they use maximum bright 
and shiny stuff to attract the child, a price point low enough to attract the 
parent, and a product bad enough that it rarely survives the first couple of 
outings. His mother was trying to help him - no father was in sight. They 
were flying at our local high school where I was watching my son play la-
crosse. I observed his struggles for several minutes and debated going over 
to lend a hand. The boy couldn’t control it and ended-up auguring into the 
ground. The motor was destroyed, fuselage crumpled and a wing creased 
in half. He walked past me holding his broken plane with his mother 
bitching at him about “how he always destroys the toys she buys”. The 
boy looked devastated. 

This experience troubled me. I have been building and flying gliders since 
I was a kid. For me it started with a 10 cent balsa wood glider tossed off 
the top of a sand dune.  They were cheap, disposable planes - we always 
bought a bunch of them on vacation just for the dunes. We’d toss the 

gliders off the top of the dunes then run down to the bottom and fetch the planes back up to 
the top. Each time seeing who could get the longest flight. But one time my plane didn’t come 
down. It kept going up, and up. Like magic I watched in awe, eyes skyward, jaw agape as the 
little plane slowly kept circling up, and eventually out of sight. I thought about my experiences 
as a kid and that look on the little boys face as he walked by.

As I grew older I would build a small fleet of balsa wood “build-ups” - Oly II’s and Gentle Ladys 
that were launched into midwest summer skies. I enjoyed building them. I enjoyed flying them. 
Nothing fancy. Two channel radios controlling rudder and elevator. Moving to the west coast 
in the late 90’s opened a new form of gliding for me. Slope soaring. Combat foamies like the 
Zagi and 60” and 80” composite aircraft were now a passion. Most importantly, I was now able 
to share my hobby with my young son who was soon building and flying his own fleet of slope 
gliders.

There was a problem though. Speed. Slope gliders moved. And the guys flying them were good. 
Really good. See I could build them. I could launch them. I could fly them ok, but I had trouble 
landing them. Especially on some of the rock outcroppings that constitute many of our better 
slope sites in Northern California. So I was up to my elbows in aircraft carnage. And I found 
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So having explained “why I do what I do” let me finish this little essay with how 
this drives what Aerosente does. Three words summarize Aerosente -  wood, 
scale, and kits. Wood because I like working with wood. I like the way it looks, 
the way it smells and because it’s probably the most accessible material to work 
with. You need a razor blade, some glue and balsa wood to get started. That’s it. 
No metal bending machinery, no power tools, no molds, epoxies or exotic carbon 
fabrics. Wood is at the core of every kit we make. And while we offer fiberglass, 
metal, rubber, plastic parts and accessories everything for us begins with wood. 
Next is the word scale. Almost everything we do is scale, vintage scale to be more 
exact. The reason for this is because of the story scale tells. And getting the scale 
details right means getting the story right. Scale also gives us something to mea-
sure - to see just how close we can come to the full scale version. Last is the word 
kits. I will never say never, but I am highly doubtful that you will ever see me sell-
ing ARF’s or RTF’s. The reason for this is that I like to build things and I want to 
pass that along. I like opening up a kit and seeing a stack of wood, unrolling a set 

of plans, planning the build, doing a take-off, working with the parts and putting a kit together. 
Seeing a build come together is most gratifying - for me a fully framed up kit just prior to ap-
plying the sheeting or a covering is a thing of beauty. 

I wanted to lead off this month’s feature article with the explanation of “why I do what I do” 
because it sets-up nicely the introduction of a new design partner at Aerosente, Don Rice. Don 
is helping me develop a line WWII Warbirds beginning with the Corsair. I am expanding the 
Aerosente product line to include several warbirds - the current plan is the Corsair, Hellcat and 
a “to be determined”. I love the lines of the old warbirds and from the standpoint of kits I enjoy 
the challenge of working with the additional moving parts and pieces found in warbirds. There 
is a lot of cross-fertilization between warbirds and vintage gliders not the least of which is the 
opportunity to master new scale building techniques. Don will be joining the ranks of Tom 
Martin, Tom Bode and Tony Elliott, and my intention is to offer a complete line of kits inspired 
by Don’s scale building skills. For those of you who may frequent RC Scale Builder (RCSB) 
forum Don is currently building a Ziroli Corsair kit. His build thread is one of the more popular 
threads over there and Don does a great job of documenting his builds via narrative, photos 
and video. Don is also a master craftsman and one of the most creative scale guys I’ve had the 
opportunity to meet. But don’t take my word for it, this month’s feature article is about Don 
and his Corsair build. Don’s build techniques will be featured monthly in the newsletter. 

Passing 
this hobby 
on from 
father to 
son is at 
the top of 
the list of 
why I do 
what I do.
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FEATURE INTERVIEW RICE

This monTh’s 
feaTure arTicle  

introduces a new design partner at Aerosente, 

Don rice. Don is helping  develop a line 

WWII WARBIRDs beginning with the corsair. 

There is a lot of cross-fertilization between 

warbirDs and vinTage gliDers not 

the least of which is the opportunity to master 

new scale builDing Techniques. 

For those of you who may frequent 

RC scale Builder (RCsB) forum Don is 

currently building a Ziroli Corsair kit. 

His build thread is one of the more 

popular threads over there and Don 

does a great job of documenting his builds 

via narrative, photos and video. Don is also a 

master craftsman and one of the most cre-

ative scale guys around. Enjoy the article! 

Don Rice with a Monocoupe 190A

DON RICE



SCALE DETAIL OF THE CORSAIR “DUMMY” ENGINE 
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NOVEMBER 2012 FEATURE INTERVIEW

I was born and raised in San Diego, 
and grew up with General Dynamics being the largest employer in the area, outside of the 
military. I had thought, based on my love for aeronautics, that I would become an aero-
nautical engineer, and spend my career working at GD. Truth is, I hadn’t really thought 
this out, because I spent all my time building and flying models. I did NOT spend the ap-
propriate amount of time studying and being a good high school student. I would rather 
build than study.

Eventually though, I had to make some choices about how I was going to fund my hobby 
for the rest of my life, so I enrolled at Spartan School of Aeronautics, and at the age of 17, 
found myself living on my own for the 1st time, and for the 1st time outside of San Di-
ego…In Tulsa, OK to be exact.

I continued to build and fly while going to school, but I was starting to grow up, and 
needed to work for a living, and go to school, so modeling time was reduced. 2 years 
later, I graduated with an AS in Avionics, and promptly did NOT get a job working in the 
aerospace world. This was the early 80’s, and the defense industry was being down-sized. 
There were mergers among the large defense contractors. Any thoughts of ever working 
for General Dynamics were shattered during this period, as it close most of its facilities 
here in San Diego. Instead, after spending most of my life living and dreaming about air-
planes, I got a job working on sonars and undersea vehicles. This, my dear Alanis Moris-
sette, is the real definition of “ironic”.

I spent the 1st 10 years of my career working in Engineering departments, as a team 
member, developing various undersea technologies before moving into satellite com-
munications, where I’ve been for the last 17 years. I helped found the company where I 
currently work, and have been here since the lights turned ON more than 13 years ago.

Although my career has gone very well considering my early lack of motivation, it could 
be said that I have been less lucky with marriage. Although I was fortunate that both of 
my ex-wives were very supportive of my hobby… In other ways, it could be said that “I 
chose poorly”. One of the many up-sides to being divorced is there are no outside forces 

influencing my decisions on how and what I spend my hobby time and money on. In fact…
from this perspective…I highly recommend divorce. 

I have a reasonably well-outfitted work shop that was once a 2-car garage, but is now a 1 
Corsair garage. It is a mess. I don’t try very hard to keep it clean, and many of the photos 
and videos you see from me, will document well my lack of regard for neatness in the shop. 
Everything is, however, exactly where I left it, which does not mean that I know where it is.

In June of 1992, I was flying at the local field, and was approached by an older gentleman 
named Paul Ross. He asked me if I had any interest in racing. I did. He asked me a num-
ber of questions. I gave him the answers I thought he needed to hear. The outcome of that 
meeting was an invitation to fly his P51 Miss America at the upcoming Madera Unlimited 
races...which we ended up winning.

That meeting was the start of a 20+ year friendship. Like that old man Perry, so many 
years ago, in that little hobby shop by my house, Paul too is a crotchety old fart who is 
definitely an acquired taste, and most don’t ever warm to him. But Paul became my mentor 
on all things scale. He was not into the level of detail that I am. He was more of a standoff 
builder, but he liked to do everything from scratch. All his race planes were scratch-built, 
and all composite. I spent countless nights in his garage, helping him vacuum bag a set of 
wings, or lay up a new fuse, or put a proper curve on a wing’s leading edge...all in an effort 
to get the latest race plane ready. Through him, I learned most of what I know about using 
composite materials, and making molds, and many other things relating to giant scale war-
birds. I’ve been building, flying, and competing, with R/C models for more than 30 years, 
but I had never built a competition scale model, or flown in scale competition. In early 
2011, I decided it was time to change that.

For years, my favorite plane to fly has been an 86” Top Flite Corsair, so it made sense that 
I should build a Corsair as my 1st competition model. I thought a larger model would make 
it easier to add details, so I chose the Ziroli F4U as my introduction to scale building.

I originally estimated this project would take 1 year and about 1,000 hours. Wrong…One 
year later, on the anniversary of my build start, on March 18, 2012, I celebrated my 1st full 
year of effort by realizing I still had a great deal of work left to do before this plane would 
be finished. I made a list of all the things I still had left to do…and that list added up to an 
estimated 57 more weeks of work. 

THE DON RICE INTERVIEW
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NOVEMBER 2012 FEATURE INTERVIEW
 This build has taken on a life of its own. Through the build, I have found things about the Ziroli 
design that needed to be changed to improve scale fidelity. The Ziroli Corsair is a 25 year old 
design, and was a marvel when it was new, but technology, materials, and the bar by which scale 
planes are judged, have progressed a long way in that time. If you stick directly to the plans, you 
will have a good looking, good flying machine, but it will be a stand-off scale plane. However, if 
you want something that is more to scale, and especially if you want to compete with this beau-
ty, you must venture away from the plans, and forge your own path.

My diversion from the plans took hold when working on the flaps, which is what I want to focus 
on in this article. The stock Ziroli flaps look pretty good, and they work well, as evidenced by 
thousands of successful flights by hundreds of modelers across the globe, but I wanted some-
thing a bit more detailed and providing a little more of that “Wow” factor.

The Ziroli flap hinges are pretty good, but I wanted to get their geometry and shape a bit more 
like the 1:1. I ended up making most of the flap hinges out of various sizes of G10 sheet. It all 
starts with an idea, and a sketch, right? Don’t pay attention to the dimensions…I know what I 
meant at the time, LOL.

After ripping a bunch of pieces on the band saw (Note: You need a metal cutting blade on 
your band saw for G10, or you’ll ruin your blade in less than a minute):

THIS IS THE FIRST IN A SERIES OF SCALE BUILDING 
TECHNIQUES DON RICE WILL BE DEMONSTRATING 
MONTHLY VIA THE AEROSENTE NEWSLETTER. 



SCALE DETAIL OF THE CORSAIR TAIL GEAR MODIFICATION
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NOVEMBER 2012 FEATURE INTERVIEW
I set up a fence on the router table and sized all the strips evenly: I then fixtured the router so I could radius the ends about the hinge point:



NOVEMBER 2012 FEATURE INTERVIEW
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After a bit of time, I had a pile of blanks to play with. These are all made from 3/16” G10, and 
will make ½ of the final hinge. The other ½ will be made from 1/16” G10, and will rotate inside 
a knuckle cut into these pieces:

Like so. I’ve basically just cut a slot for the 2nd part to fit, but on the full size, the thicker piece 
necks down after this joint, just like a knuckle:

 



NOVEMBER 2012 FEATURE INTERVIEW
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The router was again used to remove thickness from the 3/16” pieces so as to replicate the 
“knuckle”

A few more passes through the router, and I have a batch of blanks ready to be finished, and 
installed in the wing:



NOVEMBER 2012 FEATURE INTERVIEW
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Here’s a few shots of them being mounted into the wing. I used various pieces of plywood to 
back these up and give them plenty of strength:



NOVEMBER 2012 FEATURE INTERVIEW
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Once installed I press fit some 4-40 PEM nuts into one side: Here’s what the PEM looks like before insertion. I press-fit these in place using 5-minute Hysol 
for insurance:
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Here’s what most of the hinges looked like during the fitting stages, long before finishing:
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The outer most flap hinge is unlike all the others. They look like basic plates that slide against 
one another, and they have no fairings. Here’s a look at the parts prior to installation. The piece 
on the left is far too long, but it’s the part that gets mounted in the flap. The piece on the right 
goes in the wing. The plywood piece will span 2 ribs, and have the wing’s G10 piece glued in the 
slot. There is no rib in the Ziroli wing where this hinge belongs, so this plywood will support 
the G10 hinge and provide resistance against the torque and rotating pressures applied to it:

In this shot, the parts are being fitted. The curvy wing hinge is resting in the plywood brace 
(left of center in this picture), and the flap hinge is held in place against the wing with the 
clamp:
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It doesn’t help that I’m changing perspective here, but all the parts have been trimmed, and 
have been braced with triangle stock, and have found their final resting places: 

This shot shows what this hinge looks like when all done. Strangely enough, this is just what 
the real one looks like

The outer hinges are basically all done at this point.

OK…maybe not…You ever do something, and you’re all pleased as a pig in the mud, only to 
later realize you’re an idiot?  TO BE CONTINUED IN THE DECEMBER NEWSLETTER.
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LT-IV

NOVEMBER 2012 FEATURED KIT
MODEL SPECIFICATIONS

Fuselage Length: 92.4” (235 cm)
Overall Height: 25.2” (63.8 cm)

Rudder Span: 18” (45.7 cm)
Stabilizer Span: 35.3” (84.7 cm)

Wing Span: 186” (4.7 m)
Aspect: 15:1

Airfoil: NACA 4416-4409
Wing Area: 2312.5 in.2

AUW: 24 lbs. (11 kg) (estimated)
Wing Loading: 24 oz./ft.2

$995
CLICK HERE TO PURCHASE

1:3 SCALE LAISTER KAUFMAN LT-IV

She flies! After a 3 year development beta builder 
Marc Hecquet maidened the 1:3 Scale LT-IV! 

Click here to visit Marc Hecquet’s 
build log on RC Groups

VIDEO FROM RETRO 
BANNE 2012

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-big-gulls/lawrence-tech-iv-1-3-scale-kit-s/
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=1077410&highlight=lt+iv


We are featuring 15 of our kits in this newslet-
ter spanning our product range from the new 
1:2.5 Scale ka2b  down to our 1:32 Scale “Chuck” 
Schweizers. all of our kits, plans, prints and parts 
are available for sale at www.gliderworkshop.
com. Prices are subject to change. Please check 
our online store for current pricing.  

The 
Aerosente 

Sailplane And 
Glider Fleet

Lawrence Tech IV
AMAZING! Jack Laister’s 1938 
Lawrence tech IV gull wing glider. 
First american gull wing kit.

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span   4.7 m

hull Length  235 Cm 

Wing area 2312.5 in.2 

Weight 11kg

LT-IV

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Condor IV 
MAGNIFICENT! We offer the Condor 
IV under license from tom Bode of 
Germany based Woodwings.

  

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span    6.0m

hull Length    2.5m 

Wing area 2.57 m2

Weight 16kg

DFS Reiher III 
EXQUISITE! We offer the DFS Reiher 
III under license from tom Bode of 
Germany based Woodwings.

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span   6.33m

hull Length    2.6m 

Wing area 2.10 m2

Weight 16.5kg

Slingsby Petrel 
BEAUTIFUL! If there was a beauty 
contest for vintage sailplanes the 
Petrel would win hands down.

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span   5.78M

hull Length    2.41m

rate of Sink .54m/s

CONDOR REIHER PETREL

http://www.gliderworkshop.com
http://www.gliderworkshop.com
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SGU 1-7 PTERADACTYL
the SGu 1-7 is a vintage pre-WWII 
Schweizer with its open cockpit and 
windscreen. We also sell this in 1:6 
scale.

Scale            1:3 

Wing Span          146”

Wing area                            1200 in2 

Weight 160 oz

SGP 1-1 Primary
The SGP 1-1 is the first Schweizer ever 
made and is patterned after the Ger-
man training gliders of that time. We 
also sell this in 1:6 scale.

Scale            1:3 

Wing Span           128”

hull Length                                        60” 

Weight                                             16lbs

SGS 1-23 
the SGS 1-23 1:4 scale is one of our 
best selling kits. this is the sailplane 
from the original thomas Crown affair 
and is available in 1:5 scale too.

Scale            1:4 

Wing Span           158” 

hull Length                                      61.5

Weight                                            10lbs

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ka2b 
another tom Bode masterpiece. 
this is the alexander Schleicher 
Ka2b at 1:2.5 scale. Magnificent in 
the air!

Scale   1:2.5 

Wing Span   6.40m

hull Length    3.23m

Weight 22kg

Ka6e 
From tom Bode again the alexan-
der Schleicher ka6e at 1:3 scale is 
5.0 meters at the wingspan making 
building and transporting easy.

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span  5.00m

hull Length    2.22m

Weight 11kg

SGS 2-8
the all metal construction and 
strut-braced wing is a classic! 
We also sell this in 1:5 and 1:10 
scales.

Scale    1:2.5 

Wing Span    6.30m

Hull Length    3.08M

airfoil NaCa 4412

KA2B KA6E 2-8 1-7 1-1 1-23
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Thermic 50 50X 70
the classic Frank Zaic/Jasco designed 
thermic 50, 50X and 70 are all here. 
these vintage kits have been updated 
and adapted by tom martin to build in 
about half the time with self-jigging 
and pre-shaped parts. each laser cut 
kit comes with the original plans and 
all the parts you need to build each 
model - you supply the covering. all 
three of these kits can be built by a 
beginner. 

“CHUCK” THERMICS
We offer three of John Zaic’s well 
known designs - the Thermic 18 (12.5” 
wingspan”), Thermic 20 (18” wing-
span), and the thermic “B” (20” wing-
span).these kits come with all laser 
cut parts and instructions. We also 
have online building instructions for 
each kit. these are fabulous beginner 
kits for dads and sons and grandfathers 
and grandsons. 

“CHUCK” SCHWEIZERS 
Great fun for fathers and sons and 
grandfathers and grandsons. We are 
now offering “Chuck” Schweizers - 5 
exact 1-32 scale flat profile gliders. 
Build them and fly them in an hour. 
They fly just like the real sailplane. 
you get laser cut parts for 3 sailplanes 
- the 1-23, 1-26b, and the 1-26e, plus 
spec sheets on each aircraft and de-
tailed build instruction!

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Hall Cherokee 
the hall Cherokee at 1:4 scale is 
a great beginner scale sailplane 
from the standpoint of both build-
ing and flying.  

Scale       1:4 

Wing Span     132”

hull Length    64.9”

Weight 6.5lbs

1-26e 
our 1-26e is about as scale as it 
gets and comes in 1:4, 1:5 and 1:6 
scales. the 1-26e does great on 
the slopes. 

Scale             1:4 

Wing Span                            120” 

hull Length                     63-3/4”

Weight 105oz

SGS 2-12 - TG-3A
Jack hiner’s design employs the 
classic military colors showing off 
it’s d-day heritage and it’s striking 
“warbird” colors.

Scale               1:5           

Wing Span                            133”

Hull Length  69 3/8” 

Weight 7.5lbs

CHEROKEE 1-26 TG-3A 50 50X 70 18 20 “B” SCHWEIZERS
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